A method for calculating the energies of the bound states of a particle in a potential well is presented. A generalization of the Bohr-Sommerfeld quantization rule is obtained.
Introduction
In this paper we present a simple method for calculating the energies of the bound states of a non-relativistic particle in a potential well 1 see also 2-5 . To demonstrate the method, we rst consider the one-dimensional rectangular potential well, V x, g. 1. where k = p 2mE= h, E is the particle energy with respect to the bottom of the well, m is the particle mass, k 0 U = p U , k 2 , and U = 2 mV 0 = h 2 . In the following we shall omit the constant h 2 =2m. It means that all the energies are measured in a system of units in which h 2 =2m = 1 .
Matching this wave function and its derivatives at two points x = L=2, gives a homogeneous system of 4 equations for coe cients A, B, C and D, and the condition of compatibility for this system gives an equation for the eigen energy E n , or the wave number k n de ned as: k n = p 2mE n = h. Of course, in our simple case of the symmetrical potential 1 the number of equations can be reduced to two 1 , because one can consider separately symmetrical and antisymmetrical wave functions, for which A = D and B = C. H o wever, for potential wells of general form that is not possible, and we need to solve the system of 4 or more equations. We w ant to show a di erent w ay to derive equation for the eigen energies E n or for the wave n umbers k n , which m a y be generalized to potentials of arbitrary form. It is based on requirement of selfconsistency of re ections from both walls of the potential well, which give s a p h ysical insight i n to the nature of bound states and leads to generalization of the Bohr quantization rule.
The method is described in the following section. It is demonstrated there with the help of the potential well 1, which from pedagogical point of view seems to be the most appropriate.
In the third section we generalized our method for nonsymmetrical potential well, and in the forth section we h a ve shown how the well known quantisation rule by BohrSommerfeld can be modi ed.
2 Selfconsistent re ections in the potential well 1 Let us consider a particle in the well which starts to propagate from the left wall x = ,L=2 toward the right one at x = L=2. This propagation is described by the wave function expik x + L=2 : 3 The amplitude of this starting wave is taken to be unity because its magnitude is irrelevant.
After reaching the right w all at x = L=2, the particle acquires the phase factor expikL, becomes re ected from the right w all with the re ection amplitude k, and starts propagation toward the left wall, which is described by the wave function k expikL exp,ik x , L=2 : 4 After reaching the left wall, particle acquires additional phase factor expikL, and after being re ected from the left wall with the re ection amplitude k, which is here identical to that of the right w all, the particle starts to move again from the left wall to the right, which is described by the wave function: 2 k exp2ikL expik x + L=2 ; 5 which is identical to 3 except for the amplitude. However, and this is the main point, if the particle is in an eigenstate, the wave function should be stationary. Therefore, 5 should be identical to 3. This is possible only for those k for which 2 k exp2ikL = 1 : 6 The solution of this equation gives all the eigen values k n and therefore E n = k 2 n . The next step is to nd k and to substitute it into 6. Re ection of a particle with wave n umber k from a potential step of height U k 2 is total and is representable in the form of a phase factor see Apendix A: where n is integer, which can be also -1 and 0. The magnitude n = ,1 corresponds to k = 0, which means a constant w ave function for a particle lie on the bottom of the well, however this constant should be 0, because wavefunction should vanish at jxj = 1. T h us the lowest acceptable eigen value is n = 0 .
The highest level is near the edge of the well: k p U. It means that the highest level in the well corresponds to n max = i n teger p UL;
where integerx means greatest integer, contained in x.
3 Generalization to nonsymmetrical well
The equation 6 can be easily generalized to more complicated potentials. For instance, if the two w alls are somehow di erent then the equation 6 becomes: l k r k exp2ikL = 1 ; 10 where l;r k = exp,2i l;r k are re ection amplitudes and l;r k are their phases respectively for re ection from the left and right w alls of the well respectively. T h us the relation 9 is generalized to kL, r k , l k = n: kdx= kL;
and precise quantization rule becomes 9. It means that =2 m ust be replaced by 2 arccosk= p U. The last quantity becomes if U ! 1 , t h us the quantization rule for in nite U becomes kL, = n with integer n 0. Thus the precise quantization It is possible to nd the phases even in more general case, and we shall consider it in other publication.
APPENDICES
A Re ection from a step potential
We remind here how to nd the amplitude k;U for re ection of a particle with wave number k from the potential step of height U. Let suppose that the step is at x 0. The wave function of the particle is and that 1 2 = 1 , 2 1 . In the same way, as 31 we can obtaine formulas for re ection, , and transmission of the whole barrier. Indeed, taking into account m ultiple re ections at two edges at x = 0, and x = d, and also extinction e = exp,k W d for propagation between edges, we get and as sums of in nite geometrical progressions: which directly leads to 17 and 18.
